We study the problem of online packet routing in dynamic store-and-forward directed line networks. We present a centralized randomized online algorithm that achieves a throughput that is O(log n)-competitive, where n denotes the number of nodes. Our algorithm is applicable to all values of buffer sizes and communication link capacities. In particular, it holds also for unit buffers.
Introduction
Large scale communication networks partition the messages into packets so that high bandwidth links can support multiple sessions simultaneously. Packet routing is used by the Internet as well as telephony networks and cellular networks. Thus, the development of algorithms that can route packets between different pairs of nodes is a fundamental problem in networks. In a typical setting, requests for routing packets arrive over time, thus calling for the development of online packet routing algorithms. The holy grail of packet routing is to develop online distributed algorithms whose performance is competitive with respect to multiple criteria, such as: throughput (i.e., deliver as many packets as possible), delay (i.e., guarantee arrival of packets on time), stability (e.g., constant rate, avoid buffer overflow) , fairness (i.e., fair sharing of resources among users), etc. From a theoretical point of view, there is still a huge gap between known lower bounds and upper bounds for packet routing even over very simple graphs (e.g, directed paths) with respect to centralized algorithms.
We follow the Competitive Network Throughput Model introduced by [AKOR03] for dynamic storeand-forward packet networks. Nodes in packet networks are switches with local memories, called buffers. An incoming packet is either forwarded to a neighbor switch or stored in the buffer. The resources of a packet network are specified by two parameters: the capacity of links and the size of buffers. The capacity of a link is an upper bound on the number of packets that can be transmitted in a time step along the link. The buffer size is the maximum number of packets that the switch can store between time steps.
Previous Work. Algorithms for packet routing in dynamic store-and-forward networks have been studied extensively both in theory and in practice. Our work is based on a line of research initiated by [AKOR03] . In [AKOR03] , a lower bound of Ω( √ n) was proved for the greedy algorithm on directed lines if the buffer size B is at least two. For the case B = 1 (in a slightly different model), an Ω(n) lower bound for any deterministic algorithm was proved by [AZ05, AKK09] . Both [AZ05] and [AKK09] developed, among other things, online randomized centralized algorithms for directed paths with B > 1. In [AKK09] an O(log 3 n)-competitive algorithm was presented if the buffer size B is at least 2. For the case B = 1, they presented a randomizedÕ( √ n)-competitive distributed algorithm. In [AZ05] , an O(log 2 n)-competitive algorithm was presented for the case B ≥ 2. This algorithm may work also with a FIFO policy for managing the buffers.
Our result. In this paper we present a centralized online randomized packet routing algorithm for maximizing throughput in directed paths (or lines). Our algorithm is nonpreemptive; rejection is determined upon arrival of a packet. We consider two parameters: B -the buffer size, and c -the capacity of the links between nodes. Our algorithm is centralized and randomized and achieves an O(log n)-competitive ratio. This algorithm improves over previous algorithms in three ways: (I) The competitive ratio is O(log n) compared to the best previous competitive ratio of O(log 2 n). (II) Our algorithm works also for buffers of size B = 1. (III) We consider also the parameter c of the capacity of the links ( [AZ05, AKK09] considered only the case c = 1).
Techniques. Following [AAF96, ARSU02, AZ05, RR09], we apply a space-time transformation to reduce the problem of packet routing to path packing problem. Unlike [AZ05] , we do not consider fractional online multi-commodity flows. Instead, we apply the primal-dual framework of [BN06] to obtain an integral packing of paths. This allows us to avoid the issue of rounding a fractional packing as done in [AZ05] .
A second technique we use is an infinite tiling of the plane. This tiling serves multiple purposes. We employ tiling to define a simple classification of packet requests based on locality. Namely, packets that can be routed within a tile and packets that cannot. Since the tiles are disjoint and small, routing packets within tiles is straightforward with a O(log n)-competitive ratio. Packet requests across tiles are handled differently. Tiling induces a sketch graph over the tiles and one can limit routing to linear paths in the sketch graph.
A third technique is the online translation of paths in the sketch graph to paths in the space-time graph. Tiles are defined so that edges in the sketch graph have Ω(log n) capacity. The online translation of sketch paths to network paths works as long as the sketch edges are lightly loaded (i.e., the load is a constant fraction of the capacity). Loads of sketch graph edges are made light, w.h.p., by tossing a biased coin.
Organization. In Sec. 2 we overview the problem definition. In Sec. 3 we overview the preliminaries. In Sec. 4-7 we deal with the case that both B and c are in [1, log n]. We consider this case to be the most interesting one. In Sec. 8 we deal with the case of B ∈ [log n, ∞) and c ∈ N. In Sec. 9 we deal with the case of B ∈ [1, log n] and c ∈ [log n, ∞). We consider a synchronous store-and-forward packet network [AKOR03, AKK09, AZ05]. The network is a directed graph G = (V, E). Each edge has a capacity c(e) that specifies the number of packets that can be transmitted along the edge in one time step. Each node has a local buffer of size B that can store at most B packets. Each node has a local input through which multiple packets may be input in each time step. In the general setting, no assumptions are made on the relation between B, c(e), and the number of packets input locally to a node. The network operates in a synchronous fashion with a delay of one time step for communication. This means that a packet sent in time step t arrives to its destination in time step t + 1. Each packet is specified by a triple r i = (a i , b i , t i ), where a i ∈ V is the source node of the packet, b i ∈ V is the destination node, and t i ∈ N is the time step in which the packet is input to a i . Since we consider an online setting, no information is known about a packet r i before time t i . We consider packet routing without deadlines, namely, the algorithm is credited each time a packet arrives to its destination, regardless of the time it took it to travel.
In each time step, a node v considers the packets arriving via the local input, the packets arriving from incoming edges, and the packets stored in the buffer. Packets destined to node v are removed from the network (this is considered a success and no further routing of the packet is required). As for the other packets, the node determines which packets are sent along outgoing edges (i.e., forwarded), which packets are stored in the buffer, and which packets are dropped/rejected.
We use the following terminology. A packet is injected if it is locally input to a node and the nodes decides to store it or to forward it. A packet is rejected if it is locally input to a node and the node decides not to inject it. A packet is dropped if it was injected and a node decides not to store it or to forward it.
The task of admission control is to determine which packets are injected and which are rejected. An algorithm that drops packets is a preemptive algorithm; if an algorithm does not drop packets, then it is a non-preemptive algorithm.
Line Networks
A line network with n nodes is a directed path G = (V, E). The vertices are denoted by
In a line network, the source a i and the destination b i of each packet satisfy a i < b i .
We assume that (i) all edges have identical capacities, denoted by c, and (ii) all nodes have the same buffer size, denoted by B.
Online Maximum Throughput in Line Networks
The throughput of a routing algorithm is the number of packets that are delivered to their destination. We consider the problem of maximizing the throughput of an online centralized randomized packet-routing algorithm.
Let Alg be a randomized online algorithm. Algorithm Alg is ρ-competitive with respect to an oblivious adversary if for every input sequence σ, E(Alg) ≥ ρ · OP T (σ), where the expected value is over the random choices made by Alg [BEY98] .
Preliminaries

Space-Time Transformation
A space-time transformation is a method to map traffic in a directed graph over time into a directed acyclic graph. Consider a directed G = (V, E) with edge capacities c(e) and buffer size B. The spacetime transformation of G is the acyclic directed graph G st = (V st , E st ) with edge capacities c st (e), where:
For example, a packet that is stored in node i's buffer at time slot j for time slots is translated to a horizontal path that starts in the jth column, has length and is in the ith row of G st . A packet that is delivered from node i to node i + 1 at time j is translated to the diagonal edge (i, j)
Space-time graphs have been used previously to model packet routing [AAF96, ARSU02, AZ05, RR09]. The idea is to map a route to a path in G st . The space-time graph G st of a line network G = (V, E) is depicted in Figure 1a . The rows correspond to vertices in V , and the columns correspond to time steps. Note that G st has n rows and an infinite number of columns. The additional nodes per row are called sink-nodes, and are described below.
Adding sink nodes. Since we consider requests without deadlines, a request r i = (a i , b i , t i ) is routed along a path in G st from (a i , t i ) to a node in row b i . Azar and Zachut [AZ05] model the delivery of r i to its destination by adding sink nodes as follows. For each node v ∈ V , add a sink nodev. Connect each vertex (v, t) ∈ V st tov by an edge of unbounded capacity. Thus, the path for r i must end inb i .
Tiling
The term tiling refers to a partitioning of the nodes V st of the space-time graph G st into finite sets. The tilings we consider are obtained by an infinite packing of integral grid points by parallelograms (see Fig. 1b(a) ). Each parallelogram has horizontal length x and height y, and is referred to as a tile. We consider only nodes in G st , namely points in the positive stripe defined by {(j, i) : 0 ≤ j ≤ n − 1, i ≥ 0}. In the vicinity of the boundaries of the stripe, the parallelograms are clipped. The clipped tiles are removed according to the following rule. Consider the top left quadrant (NWquadrant, for north-west) of a tile. If the NW-quadrant does not intersect the positive stripe, then the tile is removed. Otherwise, it is clipped, as depicted in Fig. 1b. 
The Sketch Graph
Consider a tiling T with a set T of tiles. A tiling defines a mapping τ : V st → T where τ (v) is the tile in T that contains the point v. The sketch graph is the graph S = (T, E S ) induced by G st and τ as follows (see Fig. 1c ). A pair of tiles (û,v) is an edge in Proof of Proposition 1. The upper bound of By and xc for horizontal and diagonal edges, respectively follows from the fact that the number of horizontal edges of G st in each tile is at most y and the number of diagonal edges of G st in each tile is at most is x. Let z 0 be a tile that is clipped along the x-axis (see Figure 2 (a)) such that it is not removed. Since the NW-quadrant of z 0 intersects the positive stripe, then z 0 has an horizontal capacity of greater than By/2. Similarly, Let z 1 be a tile that is clipped along the y-axis (see Figure 2 (b)) such that it is not removed. Since the NW-quadrant of z 1 intersects the positive stripe, then z 1 has a diagonal capacity greater than xc/2. Horizontal edges in the bottom row are assigned with capacity By/2, the proposition follows.
Online Integral Packing of Paths
We consider the problem of integrally packing paths by a centralized online algorithm. The setting is taken from [BN06, BN09a] who described a version of the setting in [AAP93] in which demands are at most a logarithmic fraction of the edge capacities. Consider a graph G = (V, E) with edge capacities c(e). The adversary introduces a sequence of connection requests {r i } i , where each request is a sourcedestination pair (a i , b i ). The online packing algorithm must either return a path p i from a i to b i or reject the request. Since we are interested in maximizing throughput, the goal is to route as many requests as possible while respecting capacity constraints.
Consider a sequence R = {r i } i∈I of requests. A sequence P = {p i } i∈J is a (partial) routing with respect to R if J ⊆ I and each path p i (for i ∈ J) connects the source-destination pair r i . The load of an edge e induced by a routing P is the ratio |{p j : j ∈ J, e ∈ p j }|/c(e). A routing P with respect to R is called a packing if the load of each edge is at most 1. The throughput of a packing P = {p i } i∈J is simply |J|.
A packing algorithm is said to be (α, β)-competitive if it computes a routing P with respect to the set of requests that satisfies: (i) the throughput of P is at least α times the maximum throughput over all packings, and (ii) the load of each edge is at most β.
A fractional packing is a multi-commodity flow. Namely, a request is a demand of a unit flow from the source to the destination. Each demand can be served by a combination of fractions of flows along paths. An optimal offline fractional packing can be computed by solving a linear program. Obviously, the throughput of an optimal fractional packing is an upper bound on the throughput of an optimal integral packing.
A reduction of (fractional) packet routing to (fractional) packing of paths was presented in [AZ05] . In this reduction, a packet request
in the space-time graph G st . This reduction preserves the (fractional) throughput.
It is important to observe that if multiple requests arrive simultaneously to the same node, then the optimal routing could inject at most c + B packets among these packets. Since this limitation is imposed on the optimal solution, the path packing algorithm can abide this limitation as well without decreasing its competitiveness, i.e., by choosing the closest c + B packets to the source node, as formalized in the following proposition. Proof of Proposition 2. The proposition follows since closer requests are dominated by other requests in the line network G and since at most c + B packets can be injected at a node simultaneously.
The proof of the following theorem appears in Appendix B. The proof is based on techniques from [AAP93, BN06] . We refer to the online algorithm for online integral path packing by IPP. Let Notation. Given a set R of packet requests, let OPT(R) denote the maximum (offline) throughput. Let OPT f (R) denote the maximum fractional throughput.
Algorithm: Preprocessing
Tiling parameters. The parameters of the line network are: n nodes, buffer size B in each node, and link capacity c. We assume that B, c ∈ [1, log n]. The parameters x, y of the tiling are defined as follows.
(ii) If B · c ≥ log n, then x = 2B and y = 2c.
Proposition 4. The choice of the tiling parameters implies the following:
2. The capacity of each sketch edge is at least log n.
Sketch edges whose capacity is bounded have capacities in the interval
(min{xc/2, yB/2}, max{xc, yB}). Thus
To simplify the presentation, we assume that xc = yB and that the capacity of all sketch edges of bounded capacity equals xc (this is true up to a constant factor, as stated in Proposition 4). Classification of requests. We partition each parallelogram into four "quadrants" as depicted Fig. 3 . Note that side lengths x and y are even, so the North-West quadrant (NW-quadrant) of a tile is well defined.
The tiling defines the following classification of the requests. Let Q x,y,φx,φy
The subset R + is further partitioned into two subsets Far and Near, defined by:
A request r i ∈ Far must be routed along a path that crosses tiles. On the other hand, a request r i ∈ Near may be routed within a tile, although an optimal routing might route r i along a path that crosses tiles.
Proposition 5. If the phase shifts φ x and φ y are chosen independently and uniformly at random, then
Proof of Proposition 5. We first prove that for every request r i ∈ R,
Consider a request r i ∈ R. Let p (a i , t i ) denote the source of r i in the space-time graph G st . Let P denote the x × y parallelogram whose bottom right corner is p (see Figure 4) . LetP φxφy denote the tile that contains p. Note thatP φxφy is also an x × y parallelogram. Let q denote the upper left corner ofP φxφy . Note that q ∈ P . By definition, r i ∈ R + if and only if p is in the NW-quadrant ofP φxφy . By symmetry, p is in the NW-quadrant ofP φ x φ y if and only if q is in the South-East quadrant (SE-quadrant) of P . Since φ x and φ y are independent and uniformly distributed, the corner q is uniformly distributed in P . Therefore the probability that q is in the SE-quadrant of P is 
Algorithm for Requests in Far
In this section we present an online algorithm for the requests in the subset Far.
Description of The Far-Algorithm
Let S denote the sketch graph induced by G st and the tiling. Define p max (IPP) as follows:
The input to the algorithm is a sequence of requests in Far. For simplicity we assume that at most one request arrives simultaneously at every node. The case of multiple simultaneous requests from the same node is discussed later.
Upon arrival of a request r i = (a i , b i , t i ), the algorithm proceeds as follows: We now elaborate on the steps of the algorithm.
(1) The IPP algorithm computes an integral packing of paths under the constraint that the length of a path is at most p max (IPP). In Proposition 6, we show that this constraint reduces the optimal fractional throughput by a factor of at most two. Algorithm IPP remembers all accepted requests, even those that are rejected in subsequent steps. By Theorem 3, the computed paths constitute an (O(1), k)-competitive packing, for k = O(log n). The path oracle for the IPP algorithm finds a lightest path among the paths that contain at most p max (IPP) edges. (2) The probability p is set to 1 Θ(k) . (3) We maintain the invariant that after line 3, the load of every sketch edge is at most 1/4. (4) I-routing deals with routing the request out of the initial NW-quadrant and is described in Sec. 5.2. We point out that the path p i in G st for the injected packet r i can be computed before injection. To simplify the presentation, only its prefix is computed by I-routing. The rest of the path is computed based on the sketch pathp i . This computation is performed locally on-the-fly by Mand X-routing (described in Section 5.2).
The Case of Multiple Simultaneous Requests From the Same Node. Upon arrival of requests {r i } i = {(a, b i , t i )} i to node a ∈ E st , the algorithm first chooses the closest c + B requests, rejects the rest, and then calls the online integral packing algorithm IPP on each of these chosen requests. Proposition 2 implies that limitation does not decrease the competitiveness of IPP.
Notation. We define a chain subsets of requests R inj + ⊆ R inj ⊆ R IPP + ⊆ R IPP , as follows. R IPP is the subset of requests accepted by the IPP algorithm in line 1. R IPP + ⊆ R IPP is the subset of requests for which X i = 1. R inj ⊆ R IPP + is the subset of requests whose addition did not cause a sketch edge to be at least 1/4 loaded. R inj + ⊆ R inj is the subset of requests that were successfully routed by I-routing.
Detailed Routing
The IPP Algorithm computes a sketch pathp i . If we wish to route the packet, we need to compute a path p in G st . We refer to this path as the detailed path. Let p i denote the detailed path of a request r i ∈ R inj + . The packing {p j } {j:r j ∈R inj + } satisfies the following invariants (see Fig. 5 1. The source of p j is in the NW-quadrant of a parallelogram.
2. The prefix of p j till it exits the NW-quadrant of its first tile is without bends.
3. For every tile, p j enters the tile only through the right half of the north side of the tile or the bottom half of the west side.
4. For every tile, p j exits the tile only through the right half of the south side of the tile or the bottom half of the east side.
5. The load of every edge in G st is at most one.
We decompose each tile into four quadrants and apply one of three detailed algorithms (I, M or X) to each quadrant as depicted in Fig 5. I-Routing. I-routing deals with routing paths that start in the NW-quadrant of a tile. The goal is simply to exit the NW-quadrant either from its east side or its south side. I-routing considers only straight paths without bends.
By Proposition 2, at most B + c requests are accepted at each node of G st by Algorithm IPP. The set of simultaneous requests that arrive to the same node is ordered arbitrarily.
We consider each NW-quadrant as a three dimensional cube of dimensions
The ith request that arrives to node (v, t) is represented by node (v, t, i) in the cube. We refer to each copy of the quadrant in the cube as a plane. The ith plane is the set of nodes (v, t, i) in the cube. I-routing deals with each y 2 × x 2 plane separately, Let r denote the ith request to node (v, t). I-routing routes r either horizontally or diagonally according to the following cases: 1. If 1 ≤ i ≤ B, then I-routing checks whether the horizontal path to the east side of the NWquadrant is free in the ith plane. If it is free, then I-routing routes r and marks this horizontal path as occupied. If it is not free, then r is rejected.
If B < i ≤ B + c, then
I-routing checks whether the diagonal straight path to the south side of the NW-quadrant is free in the ith plane. If it is free, then I-routing routes r and marks this diagonal path as occupied. If it is not free, then r is rejected.
Finally, we need to limit the number of paths that emanate from each side of the NW-quadrant by c S /4, where c S denotes the capacity of the sketch edges to the neighboring parallelograms (i.e., not sink-nodes). Thus after c S /4 requests have been successfully I-routed out of the NW-quadrant, all subsequent requests from this NW-quadrants fail.
Note that I-routing is computed before the packet is injected and does not preempt packets since precedence is given to existing paths.
M -routing. M -routing deals with routing paths that enter through two adjacent sides of a tile quadrant and exit through a third side. We show that M -routing is always successful.
Suppose that paths enter through the north and west sides of the quadrant, and should be routed to the south side of the quadrant. The detailed paths of north-to-south paths are simply diagonal without bends. The detailed paths of west-to-south paths are obtained by traveling eastward until a bend can be made, namely, the diagonal path to the south side is not saturated. Since both path types contain at most c S /4 paths, and since c S /2 paths can cross the south side of the quadrant, M -routing never fails.
X-routing. X-routing deals with routing paths that enter through two adjacent sides of a tile quadrant and exit through a the opposite sides. X-routing is implemented by super-positioning two instances of M -routing.
In X-routing, paths enter through the north and west sides, and should be routed either to the east or south sides. We apply M -routing for east-bound paths and M -routing for south-bound paths. Obviously, north-south paths and west-east paths are successful. On the other hand, if a north-east path intersects a west-south path, then they both "bend" and gain precedence over their route. Since there are at most c S /4 east-bound paths, each north-east path is successfully routed. The same holds for west-south paths. Thus, X-routing is always successful.
Routing in The Bottom Row. First, note that no requests in Far start in the bottom row. Second, since the destination row in G st is included in the last row of tiles, there are no east-west routes. Therefore, in the bottom row we only have incoming paths from the north side whose destination is within the tile. Thus, incoming paths from the north simply continue diagonally until they reach their destination.
Analysis
Consider a sequence R of requests for delivering packets in the line network G. We regard this sequence also as a sequence of requests for paths in the space-time graph G st . The maximum throughput for the delivery of packets is upper bounded by the throughput of an optimal fractional path packing with respect to R. We now prove that the throughput of an optimal fractional path packing does not decrease by much if path lengths are bounded.
Formally, let OPT f (R|p max ) denote the throughput of an optimal fractional path packing with respect to R under the constraint that path lengths are at most p max . The following lemma shows that bounding path lengths to be at most O(nB) decreases the fractional throughput by a factor of at most 2. The lemma extends the lemma from [AZ05] to the case c > 1.
Lemma 6 ([AZ05, Claim 4.5]). Let p max 2·(n−1)·(1+B/c).
Proof of Lemma 6. Let f * denote an optimal fractional path packing for R. Consider the packing Consider the following pipelining scheme. Time is partitioned into intervals of length (n − 1) · (1 + B/c). Capacities are partitioned into two equal halves. During each time interval, the fractional flow is the sum of two fractional path packings: 1 2 · f * and a greedy routing. The fractional path packing 1 2 · f * is used to route the new requests (that arrive during the interval). The remaining capacity is used for greedy routing of the flows (i.e., fractional paths) that remain in the network in the end of the previous interval. It is easier to describe this greedy routing in terms of fractional packet routing than fractional flows.
We claim that the greedy routing brings every fractional packet to its destination before the end of the interval. The reason for this is as follows. There are at most (B + c) · (n − 1) fractional packets in the system in the end of each iteration (indeed, this is the capacity of the cut induced by an interval in the space-time graph). We fill the system with "ghost" packets so that there are exactly (B + c) · (n − 1) packets in the system. To prove an upper bound we may assume that the destination of all the packets is node (n − 1). Every time step, at least c packets reach their destination. Thus, after (B + c) · (n − 1)/c time steps all packets are delivered. The lemma follows since (B+c)·(n−1)/c = (n−1)·(1+B/c).
The following proposition justifies the limit of 7n on path lengths when the Far-Algorithm invokes IPP. Proof of Proposition 7. Let p denote a path of length at most 2 · (n − 1) · (1 + B/c) in G st . We partition the edges ofp into horizontal edges and diagonal edges inp. The number of diagonal edges is bounded by the number of rows in the sketch graph which is at most n−1 y + 1 < n. We now prove that the number of horizontal edges inp is at most 6n. For every row i in G st , let n i denote the number of horizontal edges of p in the ith row. Similarly, for every row i in the sketch graph, letn i denote the number of horizontal sketch edges ofp in the i'th row of the sketch graph. Letn denote the number of rows in the sketch graph.
Let [α i , β i ] denote the interval of rows of G st that are mapped to the ith row of the sketch graph. Since all the tiles in the ith row have width at least B (expect perhaps for the leftmost tile, if it is clipped), it follows thatn
Hence, in i ≤
2·(n−1)·(1+B/c) B
+ 2 ·n ≤ 6n. We conclude that the length of the pathp is at most 7n.
The following proposition shows that, in expectation over the biased coin tosses in Line 2, not too many additional paths are rejected due to line 3 in the Far-Algorithm.
Lemma 8. E(|R IPP
Proof of Lemma 8. Let r i ∈ R IPP . Letp i denote the sketch path of r i . Given a sketch edgeê, let
γ·k for an appropriate constant γ. We first claim that, for a sufficiently large constant γ > 0, for every sketch edgeê,
We now prove Equation 2. Since R IPP is (O(1), k)-competitive, it follows that |P (ê)| ≤ k ·ĉ(ê). The tossing of the biased coins, implies that
The following sequence of equations is explained below.
The first line holds if δ satisfies By Prop. 7, the length of each sketch path is at most 7n. By Eq. 2 and by applying a union bound it follows that
The lemma follows by linearity of expectation.
The following lemma states that, in expectation, a constant fraction of the requests succeed in the I-routing and are injected.
Theorem 9. E(|R inj
Proof of Theorem 9. We first prove two lemmas. Lemma 10 deals with a projection of a random sparsification of a 0-1 matrix. This lemma helps estimate the number of requests from R IPP + for which I-routing is successful in each plane (ignoring the effect of line 3 in the algorithm). Lemma 11 helps analyze the effect of line 3 on the the number of requests for which I-routing is successful. 
Proof. Order the ones of A in a lexicographic order with precedence to rows. Partition this ordering into blocks of length 1/p. Let A i denote the ith block. Note that if |i 1 − i 2 | ≥ 2, then A i 1 and A i 2 do not contain elements in the same row.
and the lemma follows. 
where A ∧ Z is the coordinatewise conjunction of A and Z.
Proof. We prove that for every
In case (i) the lemma holds, since
We now return to the proof of Theorem 9. For every tile consider its NW-quadrant as a three dimensional cube of dimensions The lengths x and y of each tile are at most 2 log n. Recall that p = 1 γ·k where k = Θ(log n). Hence, if γ is large enough, then 1/p = γ · k > 2 log n. Let I IPP + denote the set {r i ∈ R IPP + : I-routing succeeds in routing r i }. Note that the definition of I IPP + assumes that the input to I-routing consists of all the requests in R IPP + . We consider each of the B + c planes in the possible requests separately, and by linearity of expectation and Lemma 10, we obtain
Furthermore, Lemma 8 implies:
We now prove the following lemma.
Proof. Consider a specific tile s and its NW-quadrant. Fix an i-plane used by I-routing. Define three 0-1 matrices A, Z and L as follows. Let A the matrix whose entries indicate the existence of a request r ∈ R IPP , namely, A v,t = 1 iff node (v, t) receives at least i requests in R IPP . If A v,t = 1, let r v,t,i denote the ith request to (v, t) in R IPP . Let Z v,t = 1 iff the outcome of the biased coin for r v,t,i equals 1. Finally, let L v,t = 1 iff r v,t,i ∈ R inj . Let R IPP + (s, i) ⊆ R IPP + denote the subset of requests that correspond to a node in the i-plane of tile
LetL denote the negation of L. By definition the following identities hold:
Hence,
Since the above equation holds for every tile and every plane, the lemma follows.
By Lemma 12, E(|R
By taking the expectation on both sides, we conclude that
Let Alg far denote the set of packet requests routed by the Far-Algorithm with respect to the requests in Far. 
Algorithm for Requests in Near
In this section we present an online algorithm for the requests in the subset Near. The algorithm is a straightforward greedy one-bend routing algorithm. Given a request r i ∈ Near, the algorithm searches for a path in G st starting from (a i , t i ) and ending in a node (b i , t) such that (b i , t) is in the same tile as (a i , t i ). Thus, the goal is to reach any node in row b i within the tile.
Upon arrival of a request r i ∈ Near, the computation of the path for r i proceeds as follows:
2. While the diagonal path from (a i , t) to (b i , t) is saturated:
(a) If the horizontal edge is not saturated move to the right (i.e, t ← t + 1).
(b) Else, if the horizontal edge saturated then reject.
(c) If (a i , t) is outside the tile, then reject r i .
3. If a nonsaturated diagonal path is found, then the path consists of the concatenation of the horizontal path from (a i , t i ) to (a i , t) and the diagonal path from (a i , t) to (b i , t).
We emphasize that an optimal routing is not restricted to routing a request r i ∈ Near within the tile. Let Alg near denote the set of requests successfully routed by the Near-Algorithm with respect to the requests in Near. Let Alg near (s) denote the set of requests routed by the Near-Algorithm within the tile s. Let Near s denote the set of requests in Near whose starting node is in the tile s.
Proof of Theorem 14. We abuse notation and refer to the set of routed packets in an optimal routing with respect to Near s also by OPT(Near s ). It suffices to prove that
We consider a bipartite conflict graph between requests in Alg near (s) and OPT(Near s ). There is an edge (r, r ) ∈ Alg near (s) × OPT(Near s ) if the one-bend path of r intersects the path of r in OPT(Near s ).
Since every horizontal edge intersects with at most B requests and every diagonal edge intersects with at most c requests, it follows that the degree of r in the conflict graph is bounded by
if A request r is rejected, then it either encountered a saturated horizontal edge or a saturated diagonal egde. Hence, the degree of r ∈ OPT(Near s ) \ Alg near (s) is at least
By counting edges on each side we conclude that
Plugging in the possible values of x and y from Definition1 completes the proof.
Putting Things Together
The online randomized algorithm Alg for packet routing on a directed line proceeds as follows. 3. Flip a random fair coin Z ∈ {0, 1}.
4. If Z = 1, then consider only requests in Far, and apply the Far-algorithm to these requests.
5. If Z = 0, then consider only requests in Near, and apply the Near-algorithm to these requests.
Theorem 16. If B, c ∈ [1, log n], then the competitive ratio of Alg is O(log n).
Large Buffers
The case B > log n and c ∈ N is dealt with by simplifying the algorithm. We briefly mention the required modifications. The tile size is x = B and y = 1. Instead of partitioning a tile into quadrants, we partition each tile into a left half and a right half. The set R + is defined to the set of requests whose origin is in the left half of a tile. This implies that the set Near is empty, and thus we are left only with R + = Far, and a variation of the Far-Algorithm is invoked. We apply a variation of IPP that is insensitive to 
Large Buffers & Large Link Capacities
There is an even simpler algorithm for the case B ∈ [Ω(log n), n O(1) ) and c ∈ [Ω(log n), ∞). The algorithm is simply IPP with B and c . Hence, we get a deterministic (O(log p max ), 1)-competitive algorithm, as required. Since no tiling is applied, we limit path lengths simply by p max = nB. Since B is polynomial, a logarithmic competitive ratio follows.
We emphasize that the algorithm for this case is deterministic. Recall that for B = 1 there is a deterministic lower bound of Ω(n) [AZ05] .
The competitiveness in this case is a function of nB, hence the requirement B < n O(1) .
) and c ∈ [log n, ∞), then the competitive ratio of the modified deterministic algorithm is O(log n).
Small Buffers & Large Link Capacities
The case B ∈ [1, log n] and c ∈ [log n, ∞) is dealt with by simplifying the algorithm. We briefly mention the required modifications. The tile size is x = 1 and y = log n/B. The maximum path length is set to 2(n − 1)(1 + B/c) which is polynomial (i.e., tiling is not needed to reduce the path length). Instead of partitioning a tile into quadrants, we partition each tile into an upper half and a lower half. The set R + is defined to the set of requests whose origin is in the upper half of a tile. The set Near is dealt by a simple zero-bend routing algorithm, i.e., a diagonal path only. Since in every tile s, Alg near (s) ≥ min{c, OPT(Near s )} and since OPT(Near s ) ≤ We now prove the third part of the proposition. The first part states that the capacities of sketch edges whose capacity is bounded are in the interval (min{xc/2, yB/2}, max{xc, yB}). This follows from Proposition 1. We prove that c max c min < 4. We first prove for case (i). We consider two subcases: (a)
A Similar argument proves that 
Proof. We prove that Pr ( 
B Online Permanent Routing and Admission Control Algorithm IPP
This section follows the framework of [BN06, BN09a] . We emphasize that the input graph to algorithm IPP is the space-time graph G st (see Section 3.1).
Linear Program. We consider online routing of permanent requests which is in fact an instance of online multi-commodity flow. The setting [BN06, BN09a] is as follows. Let G = (V, E) denote the network. Let c : E → R be the edge capacity function for each e ∈ E. A request r i = (a i , b i ) consists of a source vertex a i , a target vertex b i . If each request is served by a single path then the routing is unsplittable. Serving a request using multiple paths, each with a fraction of the demand allocated is called fractional routing. The set of allowed paths in G that can be used to serve request r i is denoted by P i . Every request can be served or rejected. For every request r i and path p ∈ P i let f (i, p) be the amount of flow allocated on path p. A request r i is considered to be served if p∈P i f (i, p) > 0. Since every request has unit demand, the demand constraint for request r i formulated by p∈P i f (i, p) ≤ 1 is introduced.
Let us denote the flow on edge e by flow(e), e.g, flow(e) i {p : p∈P i ,e∈p,} f (i, p). Then, we require that flow along every edge does not exceed the capacity, the capacity constraint formulated by ∀e ∈ E : f low(e) ≤ c(e), is introduced.
Our objective function is to maximize the total benefit, i.e., max i p∈P i f (i, p). A β-feasible flow is a flow in which the capacity constraints are violated by a factor of at most β. However, the demand constraints may not be violated. An online routing algorithm is said to be (α, β)-competitive if its total benefit is at least α (up to a constant additive factor) of the optimal algorithm, and is β-feasible, e.g., ∀e ∈ E : flow(e) ≤ β · c(e). Figure 6 presents the primal-dual LP's for routing. Let ε 0 ε·c min 2·cmax·pmax . We omit e and i when writing ε 0 from now on. The following proof follows the framework of [BN09b, BN09a] . We now prove Theorem 3. We emphasize that there are no primal variables nor dual constraints for edges of infinite capacity, hence they do not affect the competitiveness of IPP.
Proof of Theorem 3. Proposition 4 implies that the capacities of sketch edges whose capacity is bounded satisfies c max c min < 4. The theorem follows by applying Theorem 21 with ε = 1.
